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Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Answered September 3, 2021I applied online on 8/20/21, I was called for a 10 minute Interview on 8/23/21, I had a 2nd One hour Interview on 8/26/21, I received a job offer and accepted on 9/2/21. Total processing time 2 weeks.Answered June 3, 2021Once I applied online, I got a call 4 days later
for an in person interview. I was hired on the spot, and told I would start training and an online orientation would be very soon, so probably next week. Overall quick hiring process in my experienceAnswered February 15, 2020IF you reply to all emails quickly, and IF there aren't any technical issues, and IF the agent assigned to you has someone else
check their email when they're off, and IF you have open availability so you can go to the first available orientation, it will take two weeks for front store, but nearly a month if you are applying for the pharmacy. The above delays are common, though, so I've had it take up to 6 weeks! Embarrassing, reallyAnswered December 18, 2019Depends if your
front store not to long you have to do a drug test and orentation so maybe 2ish weeks if your a tech it takes FOREVER like months bc there is so much you have to do before you can startAnswered November 9, 2019I got interviewed and hired on october 25 and my orientation is november 14. so it’s taking me about 3 weeks.Answered October 28,
2019It can take over a Month I’ve had people take 6 weeks even.Answered September 24, 2019Pretty quick, they will hire pretty much anyone.Answered September 17, 2019Process for me was about a month. Applied in July and finally in AugustAnswered September 11, 2019It took me 2 weeks. Drug test took at least 7 days.Answered August 20,
2019Pharmacist floater here. This is my process from this year:7/18 - In-person interview7/24 - Received call from district manager (my interviewer) asking for approval for wages and hours. 7/30 - Sent email follow-up asking if there's been any update. Was told that there's a bit of a delay.8/02 - Received call from district manager telling me that,
technically, the position I applied for wasn't under his jurisdiction (I don't know whether he was filling in for another manager and just really liked me, or someone just processed the paperwork incorrectly). He asked me to apply one more time. I did and, within minutes, I received my Offer of Employment in an email, as well as drug screen scheduling
and background check resources hours later. This was all on a Friday, so I had to wait a few days to do some of this. 8/05 - Monday. Did drug screening and uniform ordering (technically, I could have done that on Friday, but the "Free Product Codes" didn't come in until today). 8/06 - Received emails to do On-boarding (entering bank account info for
payment, some basic info about myself, and an I9 form). Completed that day.8/14 - After waiting a few days without receiving any follow-up, I contacted the district manager to learn if anything is missing. He finally responds today, saying that he was on vacation. 8/16 - Received text from district manager, saying that he would like to schedule me for
an NCO (New Colleague Orientation) on 8/22. 8/20 - Received text from a colleague (someone else I interviewed with on that first day) saying that he hoped my orientation went well (we quickly learned that he mixed up the dates) and that he would like to start working with me that Friday and Saturday, 8/23 and 24 respectively. So overall, it was
about 5 weeks from the first interview to my first day.Page 2Page 3Page 4Page 5Page 6 Z7_J806IBO0L0S870ADERBAF220G1 ltr en Web Content Viewer Web Content Viewer Web Content Viewer Blue Shield of California commercial plans have two pharmacy network types: Rx Ultra and Rx Spectrum. Both networks provide you with access to over
68,000 convenient retail pharmacies nationwide including grocery, discount, and drug stores. Rx Ultra network is the pharmacy network type for Individual and Family Plans, Covered California plans, most Small Business plans, and most Large Group plans. This network allows you to visit any participating network pharmacy. You will be responsible
for the copay or coinsurance listed in your benefits. If your plan has a deductible, that could impact what you pay. For Small Business and most Large Group plans, starting January 1, 2022, upon group renewal, you can obtain up to a 90-day supply of maintenance medications from any participating network pharmacy (Rx90 Retail). You will be
responsible for the copay or coinsurance listed in your benefits. If your plan has a deductible, that could impact what you pay. Find an RX Ultra pharmacy If you already have pharmacy benefits through Blue Shield of California, you can log in to search the pharmacy network that is specific to your current plan. Rx Spectrum is the pharmacy network
type for Small Business Trio HMO plans, Small Business Tandem PPO plans, and select Large Group plans with the Rx Spectrum rider. This network offers cost savings when you fill a prescription at one of these preferred pharmacies: CVS Pharmacy, Costco, Safeway, and Vons. You can still use non-preferred network pharmacies, but you could pay a
higher cost share for your prescriptions. For select Small Business and most Large Group plans, starting January 1, 2022, upon group renewal, you can obtain up to a 90-day supply of maintenance medications from any participating network pharmacy (Rx90 Retail). You will be responsible for the copay or coinsurance listed in your benefits. If your
plan has a deductible, that could impact what you pay. If your Blue Shield Plan has the Rx Spectrum pharmacy network, get started on saving with one of these links: Learn about in-network Blue Shield pharmacies, and locate a pharmacy that meets your needs. Rx Spectrum and Small Business Tandem PPO plan members should refer to the
condensed listing, and pharmacy directories below to view Level A network pharmacies. Level A network pharmacies offer preferred cost-sharing as well as convenience. Have questions? Check out pharmacy networks FAQs. Y0118_22_218A1_C 06072022 Page last updated: 06/10/2022 © Blue Shield of California 1999-2022. All rights reserved. Blue
Shield of California is an independent member of the Blue Shield Association. This information is not a complete description of benefits. The Formulary, pharmacy network, and/or provider network may change at any time. You will receive notice when necessary. The company complies with applicable state laws and federal civil rights laws and does
not discriminate, exclude people, or treat them differently on the basis of race, color, national origin, ethnic group identification, medical condition, genetic information, ancestry, religion, sex, marital status, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, mental disability, or physical disability. La compañía cumple con las leyes de derechos civiles
federales y estatales aplicables, y no discrimina, ni excluye ni trata de manera diferente a las personas por su raza, color, país de origen, identificación con determinado grupo étnico, condición médica, información genética, ascendencia, religión, sexo, estado civil, género, identidad de género, orientación sexual, edad, ni discapacidad física ni mental.
本公司遵守適用的州法律和聯邦民權法律，並且不會以種族、膚色、原國籍、族群認同、醫療狀況、遺傳資訊、血統、宗教、性別、婚姻狀況、性別認同、性取向、年齡、精神殘疾或身體殘疾而進行歧視、排斥或區別對待他人。 Get more information. Blue Shield of California 601 12th Street, Oakland, CA 94607. . ePA is a fully electronic solution that processes PAs, formulary and
quantity limit exceptions significantly faster! ePA provides clinical questions ensuring all necessary information is entered, reducing unnecessary outreach and delays in receiving a determination Receiving a decision faster allows patients to start therapy sooner ePA is easily accessible through a web-based portal or may be integrated into your
Electronic Health Record (EHR) platform Electronic Prior Authorization eliminates unnecessary steps when compared to non-ePA methods Non-ePA relies on fax-based communication and manual review, resulting in a turnaround time of hours to days Prescriber requests pharmacy benefit manager (PBM) to fax PA Question Set Prescriber receives PA
Question Set to complete via fax Prescriber completes PA Question Set Prescriber faxes PA Question Set answers back to PBM PBM reviews Question Set answers, communicates decision or returns to prescriber for corrections or to acquire additional information ePA enables automated processing, resulting in a turnaround time of minutes to hours
Prescriber requests PA Question Set via EHR or online ePA portal Prescriber completes PA Question Set, submits via EHR or online PA portal PBM auto-scores, communicates decision via EHR or online ePA portal Receive determinations significantly faster than fax and phone with ePA Did you know submitting prior authorizations (PAs) by fax or
phone can take anywhere from 16 hours to 2 days to receive a determination? CVS Caremark has made submitting PAs easier and more convenient. Some automated decisions may be communicated in less than 6 seconds! We've partnered with CoverMyMeds® and Surescripts®, making it easy for you to access electronic prior authorization (ePA) via
the ePA vendor of your choice. Here is what your colleagues are saying about ePA: "PAs are so much easier to do online. Saves valuable time that we could use to be helping our patients instead of sitting on hold. I think everyone should use this service." "Easy to use, easy to navigate, love the way it saves patient information for future prior
authorizations. Overall, very satisfied with the site." "So much easier than phone calls to an insurance company and subsequent follow-up phone calls - everything I need is in one place." "It saves a significant amount of time - up to 45 minutes per medication authorization in some cases. The ePA process decrease the amount of chasing multiple
attempts to fax and chart review for the nursing staff." Testimonials obtained from and authorized by an external party. Frequently Asked Questions What is ePA? Electronic prior authorization enables automated processing, resulting in turnaround time of minutes-hours* Prescriber requests PA question set via their electronic health record (EHR) or
online ePA portal Prescriber completes PA question set, submits via their EHR or online PA portal PBM automatically assesses clinical information and communicates decision via their EHR or online ePA portal *May not result in near real-time decisions for all prior authorization types and reasons. Why should I use ePA? Near real-time* decisions
allowing patients to start therapy sooner Specific clinical questions provided electronically, reducing unnecessary faxes and phone calls Easily accessible through a web-based portal or your electronic health record (EHR) *May not result in near real-time decisions for all prior authorization types and reasons. How much faster will I receive a
determination using ePA instead of fax? The median turnaround times between channels are: Med D, ePA will take 5.9 minutes (30x faster) compared to 2.9 hours through fax. Commercial, ePA will take 7.5 minutes (95x faster) compared to 12 hours through fax. Specialty, ePA will take 4 hours (10x faster) compared to 41 hours through fax. Based off
Caremark PA Internal Analyses, 2019 How does the ePA process work? The prescriber requests a PA question set using their preferred online portal (CoverMyMeds or Surescripts) or EHR. After completing the PA question set, the prescriber submits it through the online PA portal or EHR. CVS Caremark automatically assesses clinical information
and communicates a decision via EHR or online ePA portal. Why should I use ePA when I can just call the plan and obtain a determination? ePA is more than five times faster** than fax or phone and, in some cases, gives you automated decisions in less than six seconds. Multiple ePAs can be processed in the same amount of time that it takes to
complete a single case via phone, so prescribers can spend more time on patient care. **Internal analysis of more than 300K cases from CVS Caremark PA data, 2019. How much faster is the average time to fill using ePA instead of fax? Based on a recent analysis comparing two types of ePA users - those who use it frequently and those who rarely use
it - it was revealed that the average time to fill a script among frequent ePA users was 2 days faster than fax. ePA leads to a 25% faster fill and improves member experience by allowing patients to start therapy sooner. What types of requests does ePA support? The ePA solution supports PA, quantity limit and formulary exception requests. Tier
exceptions are not ePA compatible. What general functionalities does ePA support? The ePA channel is fully functional (chart notes, attachments, supporting statements and an urgency indicator for life-threatening situations). Why do I receive some question sets immediately, and other times it takes longer? The ePA solution has various checkpoints,
as it attempts to return question sets for completion, to identify and validate the plan member, insurance plan, medication, and more. A medication can have different question sets depending on its formulation, strength, and route of administration, or it could be covered under a Medicaid or Medicare Part D plan. This sometimes requires secondary
review to ensure the correct question set is returned for that member. How can I start using ePA? Complimentary demo of CoverMyMeds' ePA and how it works CoverMyMeds Walkthrough - Downloadable Surescripts Walkthrough - Downloadable ePA FAQs - Downloadable Two ways to get started with your selected vendor Access ePA through a webbased portal or an EHR-integrated solution. Choose one below. 1. Secure online portal - Registration takes only a few minutes and there is no cost for prescribers. 2. EHR Integration If you are unable to submit requests using ePA, please visit the Prior Authorization Fax Information page for alternative submission options. CoverMyMeds® is a
registered trademark of an entity not affiliated with CVS Caremark.Surescripts® is a registered trademark of an entity not affiliated with CVS Caremark.©2019 CVS Caremark. All rights reserved. 91-41448A 100219
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